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A letter of support for the appeal, signed by 92 non-

somewhat helpful. The reason I always remind others

governmental organisations from 21 countries, has also

to protect themselves against electromagnetic waves and

been sent to the United Nations and the World Health

microwaves is that personally, thirty years ago, I was

Organization.

harmed by electromagnetic waves. When computers
became more common, I was unable to use computer.

Can Electricity’s Negative Energy
Be Transformed Into Blessings?
n Chiu-Nan Lai, Ph.D.

“Dear God (or however you address the Divine).
Please bless this device and the energies radiating from it.
To bring healing and balance to the complete beings of all
who enter this space, physically, emotionally, mentally,
and spiritually. Thank you. Amen.”
~ Joey Korn ~

Many experts around the world have given warnings

Later, only after I learned of some protection methods

and petitions. Influential people should do their best

was I able to start using computer. However, the harm

to lessen the serious harm of current electromagnetic

from microwaves began twenty years ago. For a very

waves and microwaves. If nothing is done, living on

long time, I was unable to go to big cities. When cell

Earth will become increasingly difficult, and the lives of

towers were installed in the city that I was living in,

future generations will also be endangered.

I almost could not survive. I slept in a microwave-proof
silver thread tent. I had tried many of the protections

Among the people I know, there are some who have

sold in the market, but I still did not feel well. Once,

nowhere safe to live, and even almost lost their life.

I went to visit a High Lama. When I was taking leave,

Even when they retreat to smaller cities, they are still
harmed by the microwaves and electromagnetic waves
emitted by the next-door neighbours.
We hear of many examples of mental problems, even
suicides. Most people do not connect these problems
with microwaves. In fact, microwaves, electromagnetic
waves can affect brain waves, and close or reverse the
spinning of chakras. Human emotions and thoughts

On May 11 2015,

190 scientists from 39 countries jointly appealed to the Secretary-

General of the United Nations, World Health Organization and all United Nations member states,
requesting that they adopt protective measures against electromagnetic waves and microwaves.
These scientists are experts specializing in biological and health effects of electromagnetic waves.

They have published scientific reports and have appealed to world organisations to protect people,
plants and animals. They pointed to mobile phones, cell towers, cordless phones, wireless internet
access (WI-FI), radio stations, television stations, wireless smart meters and baby monitors as
sources of harmful waves.
In addition, they petitioned to establish white-zones (radiation-free areas).
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would be affected and their mental state may become
abnormal. In the early days, it was reported that
depression and suicide rates have risen when the city
began to have cell phone towers. Now these incidents
are so common that we may actually know some of
the sufferers, who could even be our family members.
All these years, I have constantly introduced antielectromagnetic wave and anti-microwave methods.
Although we are generally unable to use equipment
to test out the effectiveness of these techniques,
many who have tried these approaches found them
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he started to place sacred objects into a Buddha statue

Sharing

etc. And I conclude with “OM AH HUM”.

without saying a word. I knew in my heart that this
Buddha statue was to save my life. After I returned home,

When I walk into a crowd, I bless the mobile phones of

I placed the statue at the spot where I usually sit - next

each individual. You may wish to use your own method

to the dining table, the place where I used to write my

to bless electronic appliances. Pray to the Divine to bless

articles. Amazingly, as long as I was close to the statue,

the energies emitting from mobile phones and electronic

I felt well. And then I had confidence that I could survive.

devices to be beneficial to lives.

Since then, anti-electromagnetic wave and microwave

Methods Highlight:

Visualisation method:

Example 1: Infinite and perfect love (agape) of the

Example 1: Visualize Guan-Yin transforming into light

universe, please bless this mobile phone

and dissolving into computers (mobile

so that the waves emitted are beneficial to

phones, cell towers, etc.), and then say “OM

all lives. OM AH HUM.

AH HUM”.

Example 2: Dear Merciful and Compassionate GuanYin Bodhisattva, please sanctify this mobile

methods and objects have constantly presented to me

In the early twentieth century, Dr Steiner predicted

phone so that the waves unleashed from it

and I have also continually shared them with readers.

that mankind will be harmed by “electricity” in the late

are beneficial to all lives. OM AH HUM.

Many people told me that these methods and protections

twentieth century. He told his students to do research

were of great help. However, because electromagnetic

and development on using peat moss to make clothes

waves and microwaves are getting stronger and stronger

and weaving peat moss into sweaters and blankets

in the environment, methods previously introduced no

to protect against electromagnetic waves. He said

longer suffice.

electricity is used by negative forces to interfere with
the spiritual growth of human beings. During this time,

Recently I saw an article written by someone who knew

human should be experiencing rapid spiritual growth.

about dowsing. The topic was very interesting: I Love

Dr Steiner predicted that the harm of electricity to

EMFs! The author found that by merely praying to God

mankind would only worsen. The damage caused by

to bless the electronic device and transform the energy

these new electrical appliances would be increasingly

radiating from that device to be beneficial, it can change

lethal and progressively more. Only by enhancing

the detrimental effect of the electronic device. The prayer

spirituality can we prevent electrical harm. We might

is concluded with ‘AMEN’. When holding a mobile

have come to the end of the road that such useful and

phone, the strength of an ordinary person normally

desperately needed protection methods appeared.

Example 3: Dear Jesus Christ, our Saviour, please fill
this phone with lovingkindness so that all
waves radiated from it are beneficial to all
lives. AMEN.
Example 4: Dear ............, please bless the waves

One can visualize one’s dearest precious Buddha, God,
Virgin Mary, Jesus Christ, and so on, transforming into
light and entering the electronic devices. Then say “OM
AH HUM” or “AMEN”.
References:
1. EMFscientist.org
2. www.dowsers.com/balancingemf
foot note: The blessings need to be done regularly.
Once is not enough.

emanating from all home electronic
appliances to be beneficial to all lives.
Example 5: Dear ..........., please bless the waves
transmitting from all cell towers to be
beneficial to all lives.

The original Chinese article was published in the
November 2015 issue of Lapis magazine and is
accessible online at http://www.lapislazuli.org/tw/
index.php?p=20151105.html

would weaken, but after blessing the mobile phone, the
person’s strength did not weaken.

Those who wish to help protect their own environment
and all lives could experiment with this method and also

I was inspired after reading this article. I visualize

share it with others. No matter where we go, anywhere

Avalokitesvara (or Guan-Yin or Goddess of Mercy)

and anytime we could improve on what we encounter

transforming into light, streaming into my computer,

and what we think, by transforming the electromagnetic

cell towers, power supplies, satellites from outer space,

waves and microwaves into beneficial waves.
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